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What’s CERN?	


An international research organization	

•  „Conseil Européen pour la ���
   Recherche Nucléaire”	

•  Founded 1954 by 12 members 	

•  These days there are 20 member states���
	


	

One of the world’s largest research labs at the Franco-Swiss border near Geneva —more than 
10,000 (visiting) scientists work here	

	

	

Finding out what the Universe is made of and how it works. 	
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What do we do at CERN?	


At CERN, the world’s largest and 
most complex scientific 
instruments are used to study the 
fundamental particles. 	

	

By studying what happens when 
these particles collide, physicists 
learn about the laws of Nature.	
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What do we do at CERN?	


LHC — the Large Hadron Collider 
— is a collider ring, 23 km in 
diameter about ���
100 m below surface.	

	

Four large experiments use the 
LHC as a giant microscope	

	

Started in 2009 and will run until 
approx. 2030	
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The CMS Detector	
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A Collision within CMS	
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Computer Science at CERN	


•  To fulfill its goals, CERN has always been pushing the 
limits of computing technology	


•  While searching for a solution for remote 
information exchange between physicists Tim 
Berners-Lee invented the web 	


•  The immense data collected at CERN (~130 PB at 
LHC so far) required the LHC Computing Grid for 
distributed processing and storage, anticipating 
many cloud concepts.	


•  In general, strong do-it-yourself attitude	


THE first web server	
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Software at CERN	


•  About 50 million lines of code (MLOC) in C++, 
largely by physicists 	


•  Covering a very wide range of domains (grid 
middleware, physics applications, data storage, 
conference organization, document handling , ...)	


•  Most of these are either made available as open-
source software or are existing open-source 
projects CERN contributes to	
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The LHC software stack	


•  Each experiment maintains own software	


•  Few hundred part-time developers (mostly PhD 
students)	


•  More a bazaar than a cathedral	


•  CERN provides common infrastructure:	


•  Fundamental software products and libraries	


•  Consistent stack of external software	


•  Manages part of the development infrastructure	
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The PH-SFT Group at CERN	


•  The SFT group is part of the CERN Physics (PH) department.	

•  The SFT group develops and maintains common scientific software 

for the physics experiments in close collaboration with the PH 
experimental groups, the CERN IT department and the University 
institutes.	


•  The majority of the group is involved in projects organised as part 
of the Application Area of the LHC Computing Grid (LCG).	


•  Several group members have direct responsabilities in software 
projects of the LHC experiments.	
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The SFT Projects	
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The SFT Projects	


Driving	  force	  behind	  these	  seminars!	  

It	  is	  not	  possible	  to	  go	  
through	  all	  the	  ac8vi8es.	  

We	  will	  focus	  on	  3	  
products.	  
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ROOT	
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ROOT	

•  “At the root of the experiments”, started in 1995	

•  Open Source project (LGPL3), mainly written in C++	

•  7 Core developers @ CERN + Fermilab	


•  Large number of part-time contributors: participation!	

•  Thousands of users	

•  Provides (among others):	


•  C++ interpreter	

•  Efficient data storage mechanism	

•  Advanced statistical analysis algorithms (histogramming, fitting, minimisation, 

statistical methods …)	

•  Scientific visualisation: 2D/3D graphics, PDF, Latex	

•  Geometrical modeller	

•  Proof parallel query engine	


Extensively	  and	  profitably	  used	  by	  physicists	  
since	   years	   for	  manipula8ng	   and	   analysing	  
data	  
(Higgs	  discovery	  plots	  made	  with	  ROOT)	  
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Why ROOT	

•  The analysis of data coming from LHC experiments and not only 

requires a powerful and general toolkit	

•  Visualisation	

•  Statistical studies	

•  Data reduction	

•  Multivariate techniques	


•  A scalable and reliable persistency method is needed to write the data 
on disks and tapes	
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The Interpreter 	


•  ROOT is shipped with an interpreter, CINT*	

•  C++ not trivial to interpret and not foreseen in the language standard!	


•  Provides interactive shell	

•  Can interpret “macros” (not compiled programs)	


•  Rapid prototyping possible	

•  ROOT provides also Python bindings:	


•  Can use Python interpreter directly after a simple import ROOT !!	


•  * Starting from ROOT 6, the interpreter will be Cling (based on Clang)	


$	  root	  -‐b	  
root	  [0]	  3	  *	  3	  
(const	  int)9	  
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Persistency	

•  ROOT offers the possibility to write C++ objects to file	


•  Extraordinary: impossible in native C++!	

•  Used for petabytes/year rates of LHC detectors	

•  Achieved with serialisation (RTTI, reflection, introspection, raw I/O)	


•  Single objects, collections, object trees	

•  Basically one method for all ROOT objecs: ::Write   	


LEP	  style	  flat	  n-‐tuples	  
evolved	  in	  more	  efficient	  
trees	  (fast	  access,	  read	  
ahead)	  

Event	  1	  

Event	  N	  

Event	  2	  

Event	  3	  
……..	  

Cornerstone	  of	  the	  storage	  
of	  experimental	  data	  
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A Simple Example	


$	  root	  Mymacro.cxx	  –q	  
$	  root	  myoufile.root	  
root	  [0]	  TBrowser	  mybrowser	  

TH1F myh(“myname”, “mytitle”,100,-10.,10.) ;	  
myh.FillRandom(“gaus”);	  
TFile myoutfile (“myoutfile.root”, “RECREATE”) ;	  
myh.Write();	  
myoutfile.Close();	


Mymacro.cxx	  

Browse	  the	  TFile	  content	  
like	  a	  file	  system	  and	  
inspect	  objects	  on	  the	  fly!	  

Create	  an	  histogram	  and	  
make	  it	  persistent	  in	  5	  lines	  

These	  func8onali8es	  are	  
of	  course	  accessible	  also	  
in	  compiled	  programs!	  
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Math in ROOT	

•  Rich set of classes to manage advanced mathematical manipulations!	

•  Pseudo random number generation	

•  Crucial for Monte Carlo techniques and several statistical studies	

•  Marsenne Twister, L’Ecuyer, RANLUX (TRandom class family)	


Linear algebra:	

• Matrices, vectors, eigenvalue 
problems	

	

Fitting:	

• Interactively	

• From within your code for 
example with the TF1 class	


Fitpanel:	  control	  your	  fit	  interac8vely	  
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RooFit	

•  Associate a class to each mathematical concept: variables, 

distributions, parameters, convolutions…	

•  Powerful tool to build complex models (tenths of 

distributions combined for Higgs discovery in Atlas and 
CMS)	


•  Complex multidimensional fits easy to setup	


Baieries	  included:	  lots	  of	  models	  available	  from	  the	  start	  
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Almost no overlap with functionalities existing in ROOT	


RooFit	
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RooRealVar	  x("x","Observable",-‐10,10);	  
RooRealVar	  mean("mean","B0	  Mass",0.00027);	  
RooRealVar	  sigma("sigma","B0	  Mass	  width",5.2);	  
RooGaussian	  model("model","signal	  pdf",x,mean,sigma);	  
	  
RooPlot*	  xframe	  =	  x.frame();	  
model.plotOnFrame(xframe);	  
xframe-‐>Draw();	  

Title	  of	  object	  Name	  of	  object	  

Objects	  
represen8ng	  real	  

values	  
PDF	  object	  

Ini8al	  value	  

Draw	  on	  screen	  

Just	  the	  8p	  of	  the	  iceberg:	  lots	  of	  
advanced	  func8onali8es	  are	  available	  

RooFit	
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RooStats	

•  A high level statistical framework built on top of RooFit	  
•  Bayesian and frequentist analysis, confidence region estimation, Markov Chain 

Monte Carlo methods	
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Impossible To List All Features here!	

•  Geometry Toolkit	

•  Represent geometries as complex as LHC detectors.	

•  Event Display (EVE)	

•  Visualise particles collisions within detectors.	

•  PROOF: Parallel ROOT Facility	

•  Multi-process approach to parallelism	

•  Replace batch systems in institutes (virtualised) clusters, Tier3s or Tier2s for analysis.	

•  Proof-lite: does not need a farm, uses all the cores on a desktop machine	


Visit	  
hip://root.cern.ch	  	  
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Geant4	
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Geant4	


•  Very general toolkit, written in C++ and designed following OO 
principles	


•  Tracking and geometrical propagation, modelling of physics interactions (decays, cross 
sections…), visualisation, persistency, 	


•  Geant4 enables you to describe:	

•  The detector geometry	

•  The details of its sensitive regions	

•  The radiation source	

•  Worldwide collaboration, new contributors always warmly welcomed	


“Geant4	  is	  a	  toolkit	  for	  the	  simula8on	  of	  the	  passage	  of	  par8cles	  through	  maier.	  Its	  areas	  
of	  applica8on	  include	  high	  energy,	  nuclear	  and	  accelerator	  physics,	  as	  well	  as	  
studies	  in	  medical	  and	  space	  science”	  (GEometry	  ANd	  Tracking)	  
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Why Geant4	


•  Simulation plays a crucial role in modern high energy physics.	

•  A toolkit that predicts the behaviour of the particles passing through 

matter is needed.	

•  Concept applicable to several other areas like medical science or space 

exploration and astrophysics.	
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Geant4 in HEP	

•  A good simulation is fundamental for the success of a HEP experiment	

•  Simulations: crucial to understand the processes observed	

•  “Is my detector behaving as I expect in this situation?” Compare data and simulation	


•  Typically an experiment simulates as many events as real recorded events!	

•  Geant4 condensates the “state of the art” knowledge about the processes regulating 

the energy deposition of particles in matter (both hadronic and electromagnetic 
processes)	


Extremely	  good	  agreement	  
between	  data	  and	  
simula8on:	  profound	  
understanding	  of	  the	  
detectors	  and	  cuqng	  edge	  
simula8on	  technology.	  

Monte	  Carlo	  generators	  inten8onally	  ler	  out:	  for	  more	  info	  Genser	  project	  also	  in	  SFT!	  
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Geant4: not only HEP	

•  Geant4 in Space	

•  Measurement of radiation in space	

•  Highly sophisticated detectors	


Geant4 for medical science	

• Beam therapy	

• Brachytherapy	

• Imaging	

• Irradiation study 	

Calculate dosis!	

Challenge: go to the KeV-MeV range (HEP 
orders of magnitude more: Higgs mass of 
the order of ~100 GeV)	
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Future: Multi-threaded Geant4	

•  Offers event-level parallelism within one job with many threads.	

•  More efficient usage of already existing resources.	

•  Shares “relatively read-only data” among threads for memory footprint 

reduction.	

•  Relatively read-only data : data written at initialization phase but kept unchanged during the 

event loop	

•  Allocates thread-local heap for transient objects.	

•  To be interfaced to the forthcoming multi-threaded experimental 

frameworks:	

•  Delegate to the system the simulation of events allowing the usage of a certain amount of 

resources	
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CernVM	
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•  CernVM is a baseline Virtual Software Appliance for the participants of CERN LHC 
experiments. 	


•  Complete, portable and easy to configure user environment for developing and 
running LHC data analysis locally and on the Grid, independently of Operating System 
software and hardware platform. 	


•  The goal is to remove a need for the installation of the experiment software and to 
minimize the number of platforms (compiler-OS combinations) on which experiment 
software needs to be supported and tested.	


CernVM	
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Roles of Virtualisation	

•  Hardware virtualisation technologies are important in several areas	

•  Worker node virtualisation:	

•  Provide computing resources in different OS/applications flavours with a simple 

management 	

•  Software testing:	

•  Cut the costs allowing to investigate sw behaviour on several “platforms” (compiler, 

os, libraries combination) 	

•  Training Platform:	

•  Nodes rapidly available, disposable, typically for a short period of time	

•  Cloud computing, volunteering computing:	

•  Pledge computational power, abstract from actual hardware/OS (i.e. LHC@home)	

•  Legacy setups and data preservation, for example in HEP:	

•  Problem is not only preserving data, but also the old sw to be able to reproduce 

analyses at any given time.	
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Problems Associated to Virtualisation	

•  Performance	

•  Fear that the performance will much lower than bare-metal	

•  Management tools and standard interfaces	

•  Many open source and commercial solutions	

•  EC2 becoming de-facto standard API	

•  Managing large VM images	

•  Distributing large images to many centers can be a problem	

•  Trusting VM images	

•  Many sites do not trust user provided images	

•  Contextualization	

•  Need to customize images to specific function	

•  Adequate storage architecture for HEP	

•  Large data access requirements	
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A Possible Solution	


•  CernVM is a R&D project started 3 years ago on Virtualization at CERN	

•  The CernVM image is an attempt to mitigate the mentioned difficulties:	

•  Tuned for best performance of HEP applications	

•  Single image fits all [LHC] experiments	

•  Very small is size (only 250MB) with just-enough OS	

•  Experiment software is factorized out (dedicated File System – CernVM FS)	

•  Flexible configuration and contextualization mechanisms	
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CernVMFS	

•  CernVM comes with the read-only file system (CernVMFS) optimized for software 

distribution	

•  Very little fraction of the experiment software is actually used (~10%)	

•  Aggressive local caching, web proxy cache (squids)	

•  Transparent file compression	

•  Integrity checks using checksums, signed file catalog	

•  Operational in off-line mode	

•  No need to install any experiment’s software	

•  “Virtually” all versions of all applications are already installed	

•  The user just needs to start using it to trigger the download!	
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Summary	

•  CERN represents excellence in the field of Particle Physics research. To cope with the 

needs of this role, it always pushed innovation in IT technologies.	


•  The SFT group at CERN has the responsibility for many software products used by 
experiments and works in close collaboration with external university groups.	


•  Three important SFT projects briefly characterised:	

•  ROOT: complete analysis framework offering a C++ interpreter, a powerful persistency 

mechanism, advanced mathematical tools and even a parallel facility	

•  Geant4: the ultimate toolkit to allow the simulation of any kind of present and future 

experiment, reproducing the behaviour of interactions of particles with matter according 
to cutting edge physics models	


•  CernVM: a powerful and flexible solution for the standardisation of the deployment of a 
virtual infrastructure for HEP 	



